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In 1885, Marie Robert Halt published one of the best-selling
textbooks of Third Republic France: Suzette: Livre de Lecture
Courante à l’Usage des Jeunes Filles.  She wrote her reader for
girls aged 9-11 attending the free, secular, and compulsory mass
primary schools created by the French educational reformers in
the early 1880s. For the first time, children of the urban and rural
working classes studied not only moral education (which replaced
religious education), reading, writing, and arithmetic, but also his-
tory, geography, industry, and the natural and physical sciences.
Girls further studied domestic economy, from barnyard manage-
ment and horticulture to cooking and sewing. Through the story
of the eponymous character’s intellectual and practical education
(she takes over the role of homemaker following her mother’s de-
ath), Suzette covers the entirety of the new curriculum. With over a
million and a half copies distributed between 1888 and WWI (Jung
2021), each of which could be read by multiple cohorts of students,
Suzette provides an important window onto the cultural history of
girl’s popular education in belle époque France. Aside from some
mentions in histories of girls’ education in France (Clark 1984), it
has not received the sustained attention it deserves. We hope to de-
monstrate the unrealized opportunities for collaboration amongst
scholars and students in the digital humanities that Suzette offers.

Until now, most DH projects concerned with historical text-
books have focused on ensuring access to digitized versions of
these texts and, to a lesser degree, transcription. The Bibliothèque
Nationale in Paris, the Musée National d’éducation in Rouen, and
the Georg Eckert Institut have extensive digital collections of his-
torical textbooks. Scholars have begun to use new approaches to
these sources, elucidating the common structural elements of text-
books (Stahn et al. 2016), or extracting the knowledge models they
contain (Alpizar-Chacon/ Sosnovsky 2021). The opportunity, as
we see it, is to use digital humanities methods, tools, and modes
of production to create an onramp from digital copies to an ana-
lysis that contributes more broadly to the historical conversation

and allow more voices to contribute to it. Xavier Riondet has re-
cently analyzed how the textbooks of the Third Republic partici-
pated in such a “fabrique du commun” or creation of the commons
(Riondet 2020). Dr. Julien Schuh’s team at Modap has applied
AI analytical tools to large data sets of historical textbooks (Jung
2022; Schuh ). Complementing these global approaches, our team,
led by principal investigators John Westbrook and Diane Jakacki,
has set out to construct a richly annotated digital edition of this
teacher’s text.

We are working with the teacher’s edition of this textbook, gi-
ving researchers a complex view of the pedagogical goals of Third
Republic mass education and their ideological context. This struc-
turally and thematically rich text contains the narrative of the
student edition with engravings that either underscore important
narrative moments or illustrate object lessons in a variety of disci-
plines, from history and geography to biology or home economics.
The student text includes learning prompts for each chapter and a
glossary. The teacher’s edition supplements these with a series of
comprehension questions and with model answers to the learning
prompts. These are keyed to a curricular “classification“, which
maps each chapter onto the national curriculum.

By turning this pedagogical artifact into our own enriched pe-
dagogical text, we have given a team of students at Bucknell the
opportunity to explore collaborative research using DH tools, in-
cluding TEI encoding, analysis, and annotation and GIS mapping.
Our project provides both a platform and a model for further ex-
ploration and development in a classroom setting. We worked to
create a robust schema for the structural and semantic encoding of
the text that will allow students and researchers to navigate it in
a variety of ways (Westbrook et al. 2021) They can compare the
student and teacher versions of the text. Leveraging the easy in-
tegration of Linked Open Data afforded by the Linked Academic
Editing Framework (https://www.leaf-vre.org/), they can explore
a place via our gazetteer or, using our prosopography, analyze how
historical characters according to role, period, or origin.

Our project, in parallel to the work of Stahn, Hennicke, and
De Luca (2016), provides a shared, customized TEI schema for
treating historical textbooks allowing scholars to contribute to our
analysis of Suzette and to expand the corpus to other pedagogical
texts. This framework supports collaboration from students and
researchers interested in the histories of French (girls) education,
of pedagogy, and of gender, and more generally, the social history
of Third Republic France. The encyclopedic nature of the textbook
allows students and researchers to explore broad themes, such as
gender, class, or national identity, from multiple disciplinary per-
spectives. We invite researchers to revise this framework to allow
for an expanded cross-national corpus of historical textbooks. Be-
nedict Anderson argued for education’s central role in the creation
of imagined communities informing national identities. Compara-
tive analysis of textbooks used in early mass education allows for a
better understanding of this process of creating a national culture.

Focusing more closely on specific disciplines, researchers can
investigate how different academic subjects, from moral educa-
tion or natural science, to geography and domestic economy, con-
structed, conveyed, and/or complicated discourses around topics
such as colonialism, political or economic ideals, or culinary iden-
tity. At DH2023 we intend to present one example: our work
on culinary themes within the text and our model for tagging
food production, from acquisition to transformation to distribu-
tion. Through our research, we have developed a data model and
vocabulary to analyze culinary events, whether the production of
a festive meal within the reader’s narrative or a recipe provided
within the teacher’s text. In the spirit of collaboration, and in the
context of a long presentation, we intend to integrate a short in-
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teractive exploration of our site for the audience. In these ways 
we hope to encourage scholars interested in either our topic or ap-
proach to work with us.
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